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PARTIES 
THE ASSOCIATES MAKE THE^tiARTS AT LAST WITH 

^ "PARTY FEARS TWO". MACKENZIE AND RANKINE 
§j|| BREAK OUT THE TEA AND BISCUITS. JOHNNY BLACK 
_STIRS._ 

squealing end of my voice " 
“He trios to sing without any 

accent," says Alan. "You see, Scottish 

Fngfish try to sound American 
"if anything, black singers have 

influenced my voice. I loved the 
Philadelphia Sound more than 
anything, but what I really want to do 
now is light, bumpy, abstract pop." 

Their third album, "Sulk", due for 
release at the beginning of April, is 
certainly bumpy and abstract, but I'm 
not ^re about light. Still, the first 
single from it, entitled "Club Country", 

Swl^^^ome of the arrangements to 
play the songs live, but I'm really 
looking forward to it. You never knimr, 

'The Look Of Love’ if things are goincpi 
really well." 

Now into his third or fourth cup of 
tea. the previously reluctant Billy is 

|g|jully wound up and ready to go. He 
’1|unches into a whirlwind portrait of 

stiletto heels, which he admired, sc 
christened them the Party Fears Tv\ 
and I pinched the title from him 

ASSOCIATES 





THE JAM* 
A COLLAGE OF WORDS & SOUNDS T 

Better stop dreaming of the quiet life... 

I need something solid in mine... 

Don’t live up to your given roles. 

Move together make your heart feel better.. . 

Imagine if tomorrow the workers went on strike.. . 

Who would make their profits, 

who would build their bombs... 

Stop revelling in rejection... 
Intelligence should be our first weapon... 

There’s gotta be more to this old life than this.. . 

Scrimping and saving and crossing off lists... 

Whyareyoufrightened,can’t you see that it’s your... 

One day you’ll walk right out of this life 

and then you’ll win,etc 

The sort of flavour that gets right up their nose... 

MOVE! MOVE! WE GOT THE GIFT OF LIFE! 
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QUARTERFIASH 
HARDEN MY HEART 

:sssr 
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it the ants 
DEUTSCHER GIRLS 

We'll do the tango 
We'll try the fox-trot 

And I could not share 
The scratch of your nails 

And though you mark me 
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Baby everything is alright, uptight outta sight 
Baby everything is alright, uptight, dean outta i 

My Cherie Amour distant as the m ilky way 

Yester-i 

That's why I 

Everybody say yeah (yeah 

I music by S. Moy/H. Crosby/S. Wonder/R. Miller/B. 





By the age of 14 he'd bought a 

"pretty ropey" group called 
Stumble along with some school 
friends and was entertaining 
local scout halls on Saturday 
afternoons with lashings of 
contemporary pop. Stuff like Eric 
Clapton, John Mayall's 
Bluesbreakers, Jeff Beck and 
early Fleetwood Mac; however 

band like The Small Faces". 
Two-and-a-half years as an 

_ _gulsby 
ne of Bill Martin and Phil 

Coulter, who had skilfully 

both The BayCity Rollers and 
v- were eagejiy scouting 

». chirpy Scots lads to 

By this stage Salvation were 
desperate enough to play along. 
"It was that or nothing," Midge 
reflects gloomily. They changed 

stock of baseball shirts and 
drainpipe jeans from the King's 
“—H, London, lopped off their 

5 and inked a contract that 
would supply them with songs, 
production and studio time. They 
were simply required to turn 

hastily-penned paperback on the 
band somewhat colourfully 
observed: "Instantly 
teenyboppers plunged deep into 
a new love aifaii with these 
classy-looking, smooth-image 
new pop idols that took Britain by 

Which was true, up to a point. 
On January 17, '76 the nation's 
radios crackled to the sound of a 
new Number One, Slik’s "Forever 
And Ever", and suddenly the 
quartet we— *—|—:-w-J "jj- 

thing. Us le 
"‘•^ea 

id everything, and 
nicie s iui» une girl actually 

driving away!" 

Of course it didn't last. "How 
could it? When you've had an 
instant Number One and the 
follow-up doesn't make it, you've 
failed. You're finished." On May 
8, when their second outing, 
"Requiem", only managed to 
scrape the 24 slot, the bubble had 
already burst. 

Ironically, the band's saving 
grace was their live show. Unlike 
The Rollers and the reset of the 
manufactured bubble-gum 
bands, Slik were already a 
fully-fledged rock band with a 
few years hard graft behind them 
and could actually play their 
instruments. And play them very 

acres of their adoring disciples, 
raw club-level Pop/Rock was in 
short supply. Sowhen the daily 
papers dropped Slik like a hot 
brick, the Music Weeklies picked 
up on them. One such rag was 

"The Queens Are Dead — Long 
Live The Kings!" (For "Queens" 
read The Rollers; for "Kings", 
Slik). But it didn't help their 
record sales. 

One reporter who kept the 
band in particularly sharp focus 
was Caroline Coon. In the 
Summer of '76. Slik released a 
lamentable chant entitled "The 
Kid's A Punk", which rejoiced in 
the couplet: "Hey hey, hear 
what I say/Looks just like James 
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the pages of Melody Maker. 
She loved the clothes, went wild 
about the haircuts, adored the 

described as '"30s American 
street punk" — and alerted her 

Pop-Punk Phenomenon!" ° 
Six months later she was to 

ressurect the word "punk" again, 
on hearing the unmistakable 
strains of The Sex Pistols. And 
when the Pistols arrived, pop 
bands like Slik were out of a job. 

Which was ironical, to say the 
least. It was. in fact, Midge that 
Malcolm McLaren accosted way 
back in 75 when piecing together 
his Pistols prototype. McLaren 
had already enlisted Cook and 
Jones and was on the hunt for a 
possible frontman when he spied 
a likely candidate coming out of 
a Glasgow guitar shop. He 

eventually made, but not as 
originally planned. With the 
unshakable "teen-idol" millstone 
still hanging round their necks, 
the band eventually broke their 
contract with Martin and Coulter, 
which meant they weren't legally 
allowed to work in the UK under 
the name Slik. They fled across 

76 and half of 77 flogging round 
Scandinavia and Europe playing 

inaUy'u 
__id relea_ _.. 
"Gonna Put You In The Picture' 
on the Zoom label under an 
assumed name. Trading as 
PVC2, and featuring future Skid 
Russr1 "r-Ll- -1--*—i* 
nas — to date — been the label's 
biggest seller. Bigger than 
anything by Simple Minds. Even 
in America avid Midge fans have 
managed Insecure copies and 

Records in London calling on 
behalf of Glen Matlock. Freshly 
expelled from the Pistols — 
partly due to his "distasteful" 
pop leanings — Matlock was 
currently herding together a few 
kindred spirits and Caroline 
Coon had suggested he try 
Midge. Midge left for England, 
saw the band rehearse, reckoned 
them "pathetic" and got the first 

ensconced in a pokey 
£28-per-week bed-sit in Maida 

The R?ch Kids — astoey were 
inappropriately titled — were 
EMI's great white hope. On paper 

it, "between The Bay 

Matlock, Midge. Rusty Egan on 
drums and 17 year-old Steve New 

appeared to be a blue and pink 
fluffy bedspread — they were 
applauded with abuse from all 
sides. Nobody wanted to know 
them. Least of all EMI. By now 
they'd discovered a gold-mine in 
Kate Bush and the Tom Robinson 
Band and were all too keen to 
wash their hands of the whole 

synthesisers; Matlock wan 

useless carrying on so they 

behind to use up what was 
their pre-paid studio time. 

While lawyers wrestled 1 







because The Go-Go's have very 
kindly donated a gold disc of 
their "Beauty And The Beat" 

than 500,000 sales of said LP in 
the United States. This great 

only mounted but also inscribed 

receiving picture discs oil 
latest Go-Go's 45, "Automi 

And all this can be your; 

Two questions. First — did you know that BowWowWow's "See 
Jungle . . ." LP has been re-issued and includes an extra track. "The 
Joy Of Eating Raw Flesh"? Oh, you did. 

Second — did you know we've got a bunch of cassette versions tc 

25 of them. And all you have to do to acquire one is to peruse the 
following perplexing puzzle. 

One of the following is true. Which? a) Annabella Lwin was 
discovered singing in a Kentucky Fried Chicken shop; b) Leroy 
Gorman used to play guitar with The UK Subs; c) Dave Barbarossa 
played drums on "Deutscher Girls"; d) "Go Wild In The Country" wa 
inspired by a picnic in Milton Keynes. 

rush it to "Smash Hits Cassette Competition", 52/55 Carnaby Street, 
LONDON W1V 1PF. On April 1, the magic mitt will delve deep into 
the mailbag and the first 25 correct replies will win their senders a 
tape-shaped treat. 

Watch out Martin Rushent. 
Trevor Horn is snapping hard 
at your heels. Trev, the goggles 
behind The Buggies, is rapidly 
becoming today's most wanted 
producer. He's been working 
with Dollar now for some time 
and has just put the final touches 
to their latest 45. "Give Me Back 
My Heart". (The B-side, funnily 
enough is called "Pink And 

new colours. The new Altered 
Images' album is "Pinky Blue"). 
ABC's Horn-honed nugget, 
"Poison Arrow", is polevaulting 
up the charts. And, rumour has 
it. Orange Juice and even Wah! 
are thinking of employing the 
Horn handiwork. 

around the isle starting late 
March and ending up at Brighton 
Conference Centre on April 30 
and Bournemouth Winter 
Gardens on May 1. 

Before that it's the North and 
Scotland, but they're not saying 
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>m# -sfegas 

A great new album and cassette from 

StarSound 
featuring 40 Tracks. 

Its gonna get you up and out of your seat. 
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"It's like a tribal thing," 

headbangers' heroes. 

examines the lasting 

appeal of heavy metal. LOUP 
Some basic HM myths are: _ 
bands sound alike; and look alike 
all their fans are greasy, dirty, 
long-haired, leather-and-denim, 
patch-encrusted, beer-swilling 
violent yobbos; all HM songs are 
offensive, fascist and sexist; and 
all the band members are too 
thick to be interested in anything 
but music, alcohol, drugs and 
women and partying. 

Face it. Every type of music has 
its own stereotype. Styles of 
music you aren't familiar with or 
don't like tend to sound alike. Be 
it disco, synthesizer. New 
Romantic, rock and roll or punk, 
there's always someone 
criticising a movement for being 
mindless, for sounding the same, 
for having offensive lyrics, for 
creating hordes of look-alike fans. 
Heavy Metal hasn't been 
fashionable in over ten years. It's 
not intellectual. You can't dance 
to it. It's not played on the radio 
or in the clubs. But there's 
obviously something there when 
a band like Iron Maiden can get a 
single close to the Top 10, and 
whose first two albums, "Iron 
Maiden" and "Killers", went Top 
5 and Top 10 respectively. 

want to call it, couldn't give a toss 
about current fashion, past 
fashion or future fashion. What 
they're looking for is a form of 
music that's really exciting, that's 
technically competent, great to 
watch and also occasionally 
comes up with the odd insight. 
Not too many — nobody's 
making any political statements, 
but occasionally somebody 
writes a song like 'Stairway To 
Heaven,' and those songs go on 
and become a part of the culture 
of rock music. They're classics." 

When he talks you could 
almost forget that Iron Maiden's 
songs are likely to have titles like 
jfjj.'Purgatory," 

devils, wearing red rompers and 
complete with horns and trident; 
and of course there's Eddie. 
Eddie is their grotesque and 
rather perturbing ghoul of a 
mascot who looks a bit like the 
melting faces of the villains in 
"Raiders Of The Lost Ark." But 
that's all part of the comic book 
atmosphere that is undoubtedly 
one of the charms Heavy Metal 
holds for its largely male, 
teenage audience. 

The first thing you notice about 
the five members of Iron Maiden 
is that they're all quite 
nice-looking young men. The 
next thing you might notice is 
that they're generally quiet, 

well-spoken. They care deeply 
about their music and their fans, 
and while not overlooking the 
more frivolous aspects of life in 
the rock and roll circus, are 
serious about having a long and 
happy career making Heavy 
Metal music. They are the types 
whose mothers are proud of 
them, and sit by the radio 
listening for "Run To The Hills," 
the Maiden's new single, to be 

P "You have to distinguish 
between people who are 
interested in music and people 

; who are interested in fashion,'^ 
singer Bruce Dickinson says, 
sipping at a cup of hot chocolate 

.. ., always seem to be reading 
action comics or something, 
when they’re 40 as much as when 
they're four." 

The show is a great escape for 
the fans, great entertainment and 
great fun. They leavethe concert 
hall happily purged of any violent 
inclinations, and get their 
money's worth with the Maiden’s 
effective light show, occasional 
touch of theatrics (dry ice etc) and 
long energetic show. For the truly 
devoted there's the 
autograph-signing session that 
comes without fail after evi ?ry 

Both he and bass player Steve 
Harris are fighting off bouts of flu, 
and guitarist Dave Murray soon, 
politely excuses himself from the 

"I enjoy meeting the fans," 
says Steve. "But even if I didn't, 
they deserve it, because they put 
you where you are." 

"They're the most incredible 
fans you could ever want,” Bruce 
says enthusiastically. "In a way 
it's like making friends on a vast 
scale. Ptmite astounds me that 
we've got six or eight kids 
followingoi^round on the whole 

hair is for. The better to ba^^gpjip 
your head with, my dear. 

"A headbanger is just a guy 
who's into hard rock and hssy? 
metal," explains Bruce^^lSfi^ 
term of affection, a bit of a 
nickname, just tongue-in-cheek. 
It's not supposed to be€ai^';,ry" 
seriously. Those people don't go 
around banging their heads into 
brick walls. TheTNelobtof^i^B 
60-year-old cOlonelimagiqg^^l 
herds of little kids gcpg around 
bashing their heads on brick 
walls because he reads aboui 
the Daily Mail is re^iy funny. 

"A lot of it's iustmlM^^g 
around, getting odf aggression," 
says Steve. "You shake your 
head in time to the-music instead 
of tapping your feet." 

"It's having good fu n, it's a 
release," continues Bruce. "It's 
something I did instinctively* 
when I was 14 and saw my first 
heavy rock band. It struck me as 
quite a sensible thing to do. You 
didn't really want to square 
dance to it, or disco dance, or any 
other form of gyration. It's like a 
tribal thing, if you like a bit of a 
war dance." 

As for the requisite leathers 
and denims, Steve at first passes 
off the suggestion that the 
headbangers' gear might be just 
.aSi-q^uch of a fashion as some of 
the poppier trendy bands have, 
the kind the Maiden dislike so 
intensely. 

been wearing 
jeans and T-shirts for how many 
years," argues Steve. "Leather 
and denim is just practical wear, 

concedes that R might be fashion, 
"but not to the point where 
you're keeping up with 
something, haying to look like a 
certain style. You tend to go 
through a phase when you're 
pretty young, like 13,14,15, 
where you always have to belong 
to some group, whether it's 
skinheads or punks or whatever. 
It's just a pha# that you go 
through, then fou grow out of it 
and do what ydu want. Music 
should be about music. It's nice 
to have an image, but the fashion 
thing — too many bands go over 
the top With it. Unless they 
Change witmthe times they'll die 

Steve originally put Iron 
Maiden together at the end of 
1975. He first came across the 
name, used as an "affectionate" 
term for a medieval Instrument of 
torture, while watching the 
original film version of "The Man 
In The Iron Mask," and filed it 
away for future reference. The 
fledgling band did the occasional 
gig around its native East London 
(the band's line-up has changed 
several times since then, Bruce 
being the most recent addition 
after the mutually agreed upon 
departure of Paul Di'Anno, I 
singer on Maiden's first two 
albums), finding it hard to get 
work, increasingly hard as 1977 
rolled around and they realised 
that what they had to contend 
with was the explosion of punk. 
At one point they were 
inappropriately booked at an 
ultra-punk venue with an 
ultra-punk band. The Maiden in 
all innocence went to see one of 
the band's gigs before their 
appointed joint venture, then, not 
surprisingly, cancelled. "All those 
kids spitting at them," recalls 
Steve with distaste. 

They persevered, eventually 
recording a demo tape to help get 
the attention of agents who 
wouldn't travel to see them. The 
tape was successful in its original 
purpose, and the band decided to 
release it as a single, which sold 
out its first pressing in less than a , 

1979, and Heavy Metal was 
once again coming into its own, 
gaining momentum from the 
ground up, as the Maiden did. 
Ever on the make, record 
companies were soon sniffing 
around the new heavy bands, 
and Iron Maiden signed with EMI 
and went on to release two 
best-selling albums while touring 
incessantly and untiringly. 1 

Their third album, called "The 
Number Of The Beast," is about 
to be released, and they have 

when the fashion dies." 

heavy metal music, 

On the whole the crowd is quiet 
and well-behaved, reacting with 
enthusiasm but no hysteria, just 
lots of V-signs and the 
ever-present head-swinging, 
which is. of course, what the long 

public is largely a singles buying 
public, whereas the Heavy Metal 
public buys albums, and it's 
albums that sustain a band's 

recently embarked on an 
18-country, nine-month-long 
word tour. The Beast is, of 
course, the Devil, and his 
number, as all you "Omen" fan: 
know, is 666. This becomes 
particularly significant when 
looking at a car accident producer • 
Martin Birch had while mixing 
the new LP. His bill for damages 
came to £666.66. On top of that, 
the man in the other car was a 
member of some sort of religious 
order. Birch, relates Steve, "had 
the bill changed to £667. I'm not 
saying he necessarily believed in 



Iron Maiden (left to right): Clive Burr (drums), Adrian Smith (guitar), Dave Murray (guitar), Bruce Dickinson (vocals) and Steve 
Harris (bass). 

t. When he got the t 
reaked him out. He' 
vith Black Sabbath i 
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SINGLES 

Reviewed by 
Tim De Lisle 
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BIM: Factory (Swerve) Much 
of the chart music of recent 
months has been exciting, good 
for dancing, well-produced — 
Haircut 100 are an obvious 

has been powerful. Tactory" is 
all four things at once. Brilliant 
— but so far only Peter Powell 
seems to have realised it. 

'k'h'k&ik&'k 
ALTERED IMAGES: See 
Those Eyes (Epic) As usual 

worth £1.20 on its own — and it 
needs to be. as the record is a 
disappointment. Rushent's 
production. Clare's candy-floss 
vocals and a competent 
performance from the band can't 
disguise the thinness of the song. 
No doubt it will make the Top 20 
but Altered Images should do 
better than that. Now if the title 
had the word 'happy' in it . . . 

VISAGE: The Damned Don't 
Cry (Polydor) Another stylish 
cover and a very stylish song. It 

credit that although it's a 
part-time interest for mos 

STEVE HARLEY AND 
COCKNEY REBEL: I Can't 

Even Touch You (Chrysalis) 
Produced, like Visage, by the 
tireless Midge Ure but beyond 
that there's not much else to be 
said for it. Pleasant, colourless 
and a far cry from his hits of the 

JAPAN: Ghosts (Virgin) 
Japan are a mystery to me. After 
being a standing joke for years 
they came right into fashion in 
1981 built up a large following 

the polls) but still didn't 
sel many records. And all 
the e they sounded awfully 
,s’- rM-s- -- 
arguably the best thing they've 
done — slow, spare and 

BOB MARLEY AND THE 
WAILERS: Natural Mystic 

' ‘ A foretaste of the Islan 1 

surprising discovery of the past 
year was no one-hit wonder. This 
will sell even better than "Je Suis 
Un Rock Star". It's a 
medium-paced, summery 
number with pithy lyrics and an 
unforgettable melody. "A new 
fashion, a new style/Will keep 
things ticking for a while/And an 
inch is better than a mile/In the 
right direction". . . not for 
nothing do they call him Rhymin' 

BARBRA STREISAND: 
Memory (CBS) If imitation is 
the sincerest form of flattery 
Elaine Paige must be feeling 

MODERNES: Disco Rough 

short sharp shots of fui._,_ 
The first French number one 
since Charles Aznavour's "She' 
Probably not, but they deserve 

(Liborty)/P.rUNl 
RS: Hydraulic 
rgin) Two tracks thi Pump (Virgin) 

getting attention in the discos, 
both were made by George 
Clinton of Funkadelic, both are 
typical of black American dance 
music. And both are good if you 
like that sort of thing. 

Temporary Beauty (RCA) 
Parker is one of those people who 
rarely make a bad record but 
rarely gets into the charts. This 
--i—v designed for the 

Enjoyable but nothing 
Any Ti 
Right' 

the Long Knives < 
: Night of 
(DEB) 

single is a catchy, well-arranged 
slab of white reggae, featuring 
some accomplished drumming 

(Celluloid) Certainly the 
trendiest single of the week and 
one of the best. An irresistible 
backbeat reminiscent of Giorgio lyr 
Moroder is punctuated by female ^ 

ADAM AND THE ANTS: 
Friends (Do It) A track from the 
'Dirk Wears White Sox" sessions, 
previously unreleased and wi 

•n. The music is best 

_distasteful. If 
this is a hit they might as well 
put out a record of Adam 

During Wartime Live (Sire) 
A quicker, thicker, less slick 
version of the outstanding track 
from "Fear Of Music", recorded 
during the 1980-81 world tour 
which the Heads did as - 

arrowly prefer the original bu 

Dmplaints. 

Never Be The Same (WEA) 
Having finally broken through 
with "Arthur's Theme". Cross is 
threatening to do a Kraftwerk 
and have hit singles with lots of 
old material. Unlike Kraftwerk, 
however. Cross is not a brilliant 
innovator who was five years 
ahead of his time but a rather 
dull, laid-back, easy-listening 

whose huge success shows you 
what is wrong with the American 
music business. Having said 
that, the song's not bad. 

DEXY'S MIDNIGHT 

le-ups come and 
_r_ a-1 the Dexys' sound 
doesn't change; this is another 
winner from the "Geno" stable — 
commercial, danceable and with 
the added bonus of the 
authentically Celtic fiddles of 
TheT 

EARTH WIND & FIRE: 
Wanna Be With You (CBS) 
The charms of EW&F are usually 
lost on me but this third single 
from their album "Raise" is a 
pleasant surprise, an excellent 
melody given a fresh jazzy 

Castles In The Air (EMI) It 

that this Sunday (21st) is Mother's 

flowers one of these should go 
down a treat with Mum. 
Mellow, mild and melodious, 
neither finds its maker at his best 
but both are thoroughly 
pleasant. 

XTC: Ball And Chain 
(Virgin) Now here's a good 
band . . . but a disappointing 
follow-up to "Senses Working 
Overtime". It starts well but 
doesn't go anywhere much and 
ends up as the kind of song you 
admire but don't greatly enjoy. 
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RAP YOURSELF SILLY 
GENIUS OFRAP 

SIX GREAT RAPPING TRACKS 

SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION 
WITH FREE 12" SINGLE 

CONTAINING TWO EXTENDED PLAY BACKING TRACKS SO WHEN 
YOU’VE LISTENED TO THE GENIUS OF RAP POT ONTHE l^AND 

RAP YOURSELF SILLY. 

LINGUISTIC GYMNASTICS IN THE COMFORT OF 

NEW Extended Play SINGLE ■ OUT NOW 

7MSH sss? ffllfH 



part of the t_ 
Vicky Robinson, Oxford. 
Yes, all 12' singles are treated in 

programme to I 
French TV. But i 

ime to be shown o 

ignoring them; there’s an Old 
Grey Whistle Test special due to 
be broadcast on April 1st, 

Nicola Holland plays keyboards, 
and Kate St John plays oboe and 
keyboards. Although the 

Is Mick Karn of Japan having 
another exhibition of his 
sculptures? 
Liz Thorp, Bromley. 
Due to the success of his last 
showing, a new collection will be 
opening to the public on March 
31st. The place to go is Hamiltons 
Art Gallery, 13 Carlos Place, 
London W1. 

Is Dick Witts of the Oxford Road 
Show the same one who plays in 
The Passage? 

Barnabys Pavili_... 
Church Street, London W8. The 
sweaters all bear fashionable 

Why is it that on my copy of the 
Madness "7" album, the final 
track is called "Day On The 

It’s because your friend has got 
hold of an import copy which has 
a different track listing; the 
foreign version has "Never Ask 
Twice" instead of "Day On The 

Sophisticated Boom Boom. Who 
are they? 
Clare James, Stockport. 
The group have only played in 
London once, but on that one 
occasion John Peel happened to 

Glasgow, they are: Jacqueline 
Bradley (drumsl, Libby McArthur 
(vocals), Laura Mazzolini (bass) 
and Tricia Ried (guitar/vocals). 
They're still waiting for a record 
deal, but they will be appearing in 
the ICA's week of Scottish bands 
on March 23rd. 

Recently The Associates 
appeared on "Friday Night, 
Saturday Morning" an J 

"Party Fears Two", the 
remains a mystery. Any help? 

from Tight F’l, ai 

Steve Grant was 22 on 26th 
February, is 6' 3' and has green 
eyes and black hair. From 
London, he's been working as a 
model and a singer, and recently 
has appeared in the musical 
"Little Whorehouse In Texas" in 
Drury Lane. Isn’t he gorgeous? 
(Matter of opinion — Ed). 

Has Jake Burns of SLF got 
married? 

Although bassist AM McMordie 
did tie the knot with Chrissie 
Southcott in January, Jake has 
yet to take that trip down the aisle 
with his girlfriend Tara Winter, 
whom he’s courted for three 

What is the address of Y Records 
(the Pigbag label)? 
C.N., Humberside. 

mail order is through Rough 
Trade Mail Order, at: 202 
Kensington Park Road, London 

(left to right) Kate St John, Nicola Holland & 





Lightweight price. Heavyweight 
specification. 

At around /} 
90mpg* you f 
can laugh at , 
the Arabs, 
and with 
a price 
of £340 ' 
for the MT50 and £351 for the 
MB50 you can laugh at the finance 
companies. 

And if you're still not convinced, 
here are some more features normally 
found on bigger bikes, front disc 
brake, Comstar wheels, rev counter 
and handlebar fairing on the MB50. 
and Enduro styling, high level exhaust 
and knobbly tyres on the MT50. 

The MB50 and MT50. Serious 
bikes for serious bikers. 

■■■A 
Engineering the future 

You'd love to sling a leg over the 
new CBllOOR, or our 
V-four VF750S, or maybe 
one of our meaty dual 
purpose bikes like the 
XL500R. Perhaps, even 
the CX500Turbo. 

Only problem is, 
you're sixteen and the 
people at Westminster 
won't let you. 

But you can still be 
part of the Honda legend. 
With the MB50 and 
MT50. The same 
technology and crafts¬ 
manship that went into 
creating our faster bikes 
went into creating these two 
beauties. 

Little engine. Big thinking. 
You could be forgiven for thinking 

that, as the engine has to be restricted 
to keep it legal in Britain, we mightn't 
have given it our all. 

On the contrary 
pThe 49cc reed- 
J valve induction 

P single-cylinder two- 
*’5 stroke engine 
\ features a care 
l fully developed 
j 'bell'-shaped 
0 combustion 

chamber for efficient combustion. The 
inlet features the same jet stream port 
scavenging system that was developed 
on our works motocrossers, and ignition. 

automatically by a throttle-linked 
pump that meters out just the right 
amount of oil for every throttle setting. 
And, typical of our engineering 
thoroughness, we were the first 
manufacturer to fit a two-stroke motor 
with a balancer shaft to smooth out 
high frequency vibrations, 

Lightweight handling. Heavyweight 
technology. 

on i ipie ui i 
was designed 
racing lines, 

for the 
and 135mm of 

travel for the 
MT50, and feature 
proper damping 
unlike a bt of other 
lightweighls. 

Like the forks, the 
five-way adjustable- 
preload laid-down 

shocks at the rear 
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URGH! a music war 
Guild brings you all the action - live into your home- 

2hours 4minutes of non-stop music from 34 top groups 

including The Police, Toyah, Echo and the Bunnymen, John Otway, 

Gary Numan, The Dead Kennedys, XTC, OMD, Steel Pulse, Devo 

and an army of other international artists. 

THE DEADKENNEC 

Send for the Guild Video Cassette Catalogue of over 100 feature films 

GUILD HOME VIDEO LTD 
The quality pre recorded cassette distributor 
GUILD HOUSEOUNDLE ROAD PETERBOROUGH PE2 9PZ 
TELEPHONE(0733)314151 (24 hour catalogue service) Telex 32659 
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DSDNABREV I 
F I L U D L E I F I 
RPN I FAYERS 
SE FGMFKMGJ 
TTGRODOEOE 
UEANGE LSVO 
DRMEUDSOON 
SANABOMHTM 
SLBORYYA I R 
J LRUSKSLRS 
OEE I SNSAUJ 
SNHDCHHBEA 
NAPEOFWONO 
AZ I ELMHTJR 
MEYOREHK I N 
DAREAANNZT 
RJHMSOGRWT 
I SAAHFAEEC 
BSNYI INBRD 
OGKECARAAA 

I SLR I EMRTC 
DDAVHEVTAT 
AM I SLOOCYD 
RLIKNOGARD 
OSMENTALAS 

R E L T T I L S 
KNARFHTS 
ROCKYRRJ 
OSATOEER 
KMSPKCOM 
EUSCLSLE 
D S A O E N I L 
I W D T P R V L 

H E S E I S I E 
OAZCPNSH 
MOKLHUSC 
J S I O L E A I 
P T J Y N S I M 
E N T I Z R N H 
OSHJRETT 

I A D O O K S I 
I V S A J E R E 
I E E A R E A K 
TCLKTSKE 
D I P H Y N E D 
ZYVBAREO 
I L E I T M S M 
D A D Z L I A E 
TETEPOLK 
ANYTH I N G 

THE CELTIC 
SOUL BROTHERS 

NEW SINGLE 

DEXY3 
MIDNIGHT 
RUNNERS 

& 
THE EMERALD 

EXPRESS 

Pallid '-l^oloic 
m Bertolt Brechts BAAL 

“BAAL” 
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'Gee .wish I could get an 
article printed in SmashHits' 

"Maybe you could. 
I (J9k Just read below...' 

Remember this isn't the Letters 
page. We want comments but we 
want them well argued and to 

The winning articles will not 
only be the most interesting and 
entertaining; they'll also be the 

Who's been the most 
misunderstood pop star and why? 

good-looks. clothes ox being able 
to eat 29 large hamburgers at one 
sitting? e) Who's been the most 
important figure in pop in the last 
twoyeatsand why? g) Is it 
possible to like both Thefepn and 

Calling all Journalists! So you 
reckon you've got a command of 
the English language, do you? 
Biro ink in the bloodstream and 
all that? Could write better than 
all of us lot put together? 

^ now's your chance 
id get your work in 

ive gift into the bargain. 
i’s the plan; send us an 

-length — on one of the 
following topics, a) What could 
be done to improve Top Of The 
Pops?; b) "New Romantics Are 

Send your entry to "Smash 
Hits Writers Competition", 
S2/S5 Carnaby Street, 
London W1V IPPahd don't 

address and age. We'd prefer 
them typed, but if that's 
impossible then make sure it's 
your clearest handwriting. 

On April 1 we ll sort through 
the sack and select two winners. 
One under 15; and one over 15. 
Fair enough? Not only will the 
two winning articles be printed 
in Szhash Hits but n»eir authors 

a brand new typewriter. 
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TONI 
NEW ALBUM 

WORD OF MOUTH 

which inspired the T. V show is also 
available on video cassette. Both record 

and video contain the hit single: 

‘MICKEY’ 
The video is available for sale or rental from all leading record 

and video dealers. 
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EARTH 
WIND & FIRE 
CHARTALBUM&CASSETTE 

'RAISE’ 

42 
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TYPHOON SATURDAY 
The New Single 

WHAT DO I DO? K 



REQUEST SPOT 
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I0JMNONS WITH STYLE EVERY WEEK 
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“SjJSibi** „ate 
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Prices correct at time of going to press. Offer ends 3rd April 1982. Subject to availability where you; 



legs wide apart and a loincloth 
draped around his credentials. 

Now, I ask you, what is that if 
it's not downright pornography? 
Bad censoring is one thing, but 
when it's that inconsistent . . . 
Alan Kidd, Edinburgh. 

the tii^^presentation, and 

style of writing. 
Bernard H., Shore ham, who 

ts everyone to dig a hole in 
■garden in case of falling 

You sound a barrel of 

Please could you 1 
home-taping has 1 

>u tell me whether 

Home-Taping" whereas others 
say nothing. I remember seeing 
something onthe television 

companies have been 
complaining that less and less 
people were buying records due 
to home-taping. Therefore they 
Ul—led it on the public. 

lean, do you blame us 
people for taping off the TV and 
radio? Let's face it, it's the only 
thing you can do these days as 
records are so expensive. I'm 

re if they lowered the price a 
tie more would be bought. 

Yes, "The Rock And Pop Awards" 

Dave Lee Travis and Sue Cook 
definitely look like being the next 
Dollar. 
Thomas Innes, Betchworth. 

Can't see it somehow. 

What a joke that long-awaited 
“■ogramme, "The British Rock 

nd Pop Awards", was. Half the 

my votes away and having long 
anticipated the award-giving 
ceremony. I was really browned 
off when we were fobbed of with 
lisping apologies from exotic 
climes from all the people who 
should have been there. 
A. Noyd, Hamilton. 

Did you know that, during the 
singing of "Tainted Love". Marc 
Almond swaps hands with the 
microphone 14 times? 
The purple person you saw three 
days ago. 

Two little somethings . . . 

I heard Gary Numan's "Music For 
Chameleons" the other day and I 
was disgusted with it. First, the 
introduction sounds like 
something off Japan's 'Tin Drum" 
LP. Secondly, the voice is very 
reminiscent of Japan's lead 
singer, the talented and very 
gorgeous David Sylvian. 

And thus I an 
ice? I 

have fears that the song is <— 
attempt by Gary Numan to jump 
on Japan's bandwagon. 

Yours faithfully but 
disgustedly, 
Gillian Ogden, Manchester. 

I don't mind if Martin Fry is shy. 

of the world. For this evening I 
turned on my television to watch 
Coronation Street and find Rita 
Fairclough's new friend studying 
the magazine rack containing an 
.ssue of Smash Hits which I 
Jound to be dated November 12th 
1981. You couldn't ask for better 
advertising than that. Mind you, 

L - didn't know much about 
»c though did she? She was 

—r posed to be sorting out the 
records but from the cover of 
*' iness' "It Must Be Love" she 

: a record which when put on 
.... record player sounded a 
teeny bit like Japan's "European 
Son". 
PaulHowden, Tunbridge Wells. 

First "Shoestring", then 
"Grange Hill" and now The 
Street. Is this what's meant 
by true fame? Take a £5 
Record Token for keen 
observation. 

Ta very much fer yer article ont' 
'uman League t'other week. 

ad a laff 'cept ah thought Phil 
Oakey wer posh. 

On listening to the Top 40 on 
Radio One last week, I heard 
Shakin' Stevens singing "Oh 
Julie". Do you know he sings the 
word 'Tulie" 14 times during the 
song including the title? 

Beat that for devotion! 
Meat Loaf fan, Cardigan. 

You learn a little something 

appen. 

I would like to make it clear that I 
think the word Funk is becoming 
increasingly used in the wrong 
context altogether. Most of the 
music press speak of Duran 
Duran, Spandau Ballet and the 
like, but they should not forget 
that the word itself has true jazz 

You alright, old son? 
53 
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COMPETITION 
WINNERS 

YOU^ FREE SET 
OF BADGES 
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SUNDAY 30th MAY 
730pm 

FREE T-SHIRT 
TO SMASH HITS READERS 

SHIRTS ARE MADE , 

Send P.O.s, cheques or cash to: 
APOLLO STUDIO (SH2) 

33 NORTON ROAD, HOVE, 

U.S. CAVALRY 
SHIRTS £9.50 

WEBBED 
BELTS 
BL/WH/KHAKI 
ONLY £1.95 

BLACK 
ON WHITE 

SEND PO'S + 
CHEQUES TO: 

UNCLE SAM S 
59 Barton St. 
Tewkesbury 

Glos 
\LLOW 14 DAYS FOR DELIVERY 

PINBALL 
\XW02S Yxxfc-■ 
One of the old favourites 
returns In computer form- 
and as an arcade game. / 
iuct part of the excitement N the APRIL ISSUE OF your 
fun computer monthly 



THE WORLD 
HAS ONLY 14 DAYS 

TO LIVE!! 
until . 

until . . . 
Earth Wind & Fire! 

UNTIL . ■ ■ THE NEXT 
f ARTH-SHATTERING ISSUE O EARTH-SrlA 

SMASH HITS 

APRIL 1 
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BATTLE OF THE 
BANDS 

POP ROCK COMPETITION 
FINAL 
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